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We believe that only through anti-authoritarian, directly-democratic, _decentralised and nonhierarchical organisation(s) and means of struggle will we be -able to counter and overcome
international repression, which is undoubtedly going to get worse as our struggles advance. by
making it difficult for the repressive forces of the State to infiltrate our movements and imprison or
remove our 'leaders'. because we are all leaders.
Through these means of organising we will be able to build a decision-making structure from
the bottom up and not the top down, as is presently the case. A structure that will be strong enough
both to combat the coming repression and overthrow the system of capitalism as a whole. which puts
the wealth and power of a few before the lives and needs of billions.
The Anti-Repression Network is non-sectarian and open to any groups, communities or
individuals who have already, or could fall victim to State repression.
Our aim is to spread awareness around the issues of political repression in Southern Africa
and. more importantly, via practical aid to its victims. to build a community of resistance willing to
support communities and activists who find themselves targeted by the State, capital or their agents
for the roles they play in building a new world or simply defending their homes.
In other words ...

YOU ARE THE ANTI-REPRESSION NETWORK.
Right then, let's get on with it. The future can and must be ours!

..

The public voice of the ARN, aimed at becoming a bimonthly bulletin dedicated to strengthening solidarity and
spreading awareness around the issues of political repression
in Southern Africa.
Why Black?
"Black is a shade of negation. The black flag is the ...... ,....~.........
of all flags. It is a negation of nationhooa, .
human race against itself and denies the
humankind. Black is a mood of anger and · outrage ·
hideous crimes against humanity perpetrated in
allegiance to one state or another. It is anger
the insult to human intelligence· implied in the
hypocrisies, and cheap chicaneries of governments.
also a colour of mourning; the black flag, which
the nation, also mourns its victims the countless
murdered in wars, external and internal, to the greater
and stability of some bloody state. It mourns for those
labour is robbed (taxed) to pay for
oppression of other human beipgs. It
death of the body but the crippling
authoritarian and hierarchic systems; it
brain cells blacked out with never a
world. It is a colour of inconsolable grief. But black
beautiful. It is a colour of determination, of
strength, a colour by which all others are
defined. Black is the mysterious surrounding of
of fertility, the breeding ground of new life, which
evolves, renews, refreshes and reproduces itself in darkness.
The seed hidden in the earth, the strange joumey of the
sperm, the secret growth of the embryo in the womb all these
the blackness surrounds and protects."- Howard Ehrlich.
Editorial Collective
Anarchist Black Cross - South Africa is an anti-authoritarian,
non-hierarchical group dedicated to the support and liberation
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class
struggle
prisoners;
including
acti
revolutionaries, dissidents, workers, peasantry and the poor.
Correspondents
Our vision is to set up a stable network of correspondents
from different regions of Southern Africa to cover the most
current and important issues that effect the working class
'"'l'.•CUUllll'. State repression.
Du;~~:lmesp•onderlt team so far:
Network (Cape Town), Anarchist Black
and otht<rs. More correspondents needed!
Other Sources of Info
internet discussion list,
information servtce,

Co-operation
in Southern Africa you can send us information
repression, intimidation, detention, arrests,
)r~~~~~~
transfers, hunger-strikes, refugees/' illegal'
~
justice issues etc., All of a politicaVclass
ly NO right-wing bullshit. Please sene·
to: abc@zabalaza.net
Distribution
~~~~~.!!!!!l:..n for people/groups to distribute this
on a regular basis in their regions (especially
South Africa). Previous issues are also available.
ABC-SA
Fund-raising/Donations
BA is distributed for free or for small donations in
order to make it as accessible as possible to the working class
and poor, we are constantly looking for people to help us with
fund-raising and donations.
Deadlines
Deadlines for next issues:
#4- 15.10.2003
#5 - 15.12.2003
; uucrdtc
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Anti-War Coalition condemns arrests of
Landless
Peoples
Movement
Gauteng
members- AWC Press Statement

WITS Workers Face Repression by an ABC/ARN activist

Cleaners at the University of the
In the evening of July 3rd 2003 police swooped on 5 members of Witwatersrand, who lost half their pay and
LPM Gauteng and arrested them on trumped up charges of murder. most of their benefits when they were
The members are the Chairperson of Thembelihle LPM, Mzwandile outsourced to private companies three
years ago, are now facing severe
Mndingi, and Gauteng leaders from Protea South, Walter Mnisi,
repression by the bosses as they fight to
Vusi Khumalo, Petros Malito and Condo Tau. After making the improve their situation.

arrests, police then went hunting late last night for the LPM's
Gauteng Chairperson and National Education Officer Maureen
Mnisi and her son Bongani Xezwi. All the members were engaged
in intensive mobilisation of the communities against the visit of
George Bush , including arranging mass meetings in their
communities last weekend.

In the past year, hundreds of LPM members have been arrested on
trumped up charges by police always before major protest actions.
To this date, not one LPM member has ever been convicted on any
of the charges .
Apparently the leaders are accused of murdering someone in April
2003, although they have not been told who they were supposed to
have "murdered". All of the arrested leaders have fixed home
addresses and are well known people. If they had committed any
crime, they could have been arrested the very same day.
It is a big coincidence that murder charges are laid now, one day
before a major protest march in Johannesburg. The charges are
clearly a constant attempt to keep LPM members in prison, to
prevent them from organising demonstrations and to stop them
exercising their constitutional right to freedom of assembly.
The LPM is part of the Anti-War Coalition which is marching on the
ANC Headquarters in Johannesburg tomorrow from the Library
Gardens, and which is marching in Pretoria on Wednesday on the
Union Buildings. Both marches will be peaceful and are legal. Other
An ti-War organisers have been harassed in recent days by
government officials.
It is absurd that the ANC spent R80 billion on weapons to defend
the country from attacks by American submarines but is now
welcoming Bush with open arms, and arresting any person who
legitimately organises demonstrations against Bush.

Several workers were fired by the
Supercare cleaning company several
weeks ago, allegedly for stealing toilet
paper. One workplace activist was
confronted by the bosses while carrying
paper on campus and arrested. He spent a
weekend in jail some weeks ago, but the
charges were dropped after it became clear
that there was no proof that he intended to
steal: he had not taken the paper away
from his workplace and could have been
taking it to storage or some other
'legitimate' destination. Nonetheless this
defence was not enough to prevent him
losing his job, along with three others, one
of whom died soon afterwards.
Undoubtedly these dismissals were
motivated by the bosses' wish to crush any
semblance of workplace resistance. Such
harshness is common practice among these
'service provider' companies. For instance,
one cleaner at Wits's education campus,
employed by the Impact company, was
recently dismissed for approaching an
academic for advice on some difficulties
with her job. These companies object to
'outsiders' having any involvement in
workplace issues. Such dismissals are
probably illegal even in terms of labour
legislation which is always very harsh on
workers; but there have been numerous
similar cases: workers have been
threatened with dismissal for so simple a
thing as drinking tea! And this kind of
intimidation, aimed above all at preventing
resistance, is exactly what Wits
management wanted when it outsourced
these workers.

This is a very transparent strategy to disrupt the mobilisation
again st Bush. The Anti-War Coalition and its 300 member
ganisations will not permit these attacks by the South African The names of the workers mentioned here
~ov ernment on civil society and our right to hold peaceful are being withheld for their protection
against their savage masters. Further
emonstrations, and is planning legal action against the state.
information on these struggles ·will be
f< rth
.

.
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ARN Uadate From Caae Town
Since the start of the year, an estimated I 00
people have been arrested for 'illegally
occupying' houses in Mandela Park, Illitha
Park and other areas of Khayelitsha. These
arrests form part of the 'crackdown' on the
Khayelitsha
Anti-Eviction Campaign
announced in November last year by police
MEC, Leonard Ramatlakane.
The people arrested are typically charged
with trespassing and intimidation, and held
for extended periods before getting bail.
This is despite the fact that police bail (i.e.
free bail without having to appear in court)
is meant to be available for all those arrested
on trespassing charges.

Those arrested were part of a toyi-toying These three were arrested in September last
crowd; and included
year after residents successfully fought off
'leaders' identified after they talked to the
to evict 100 households.
press. At the time, other Mandela Park ~~~~
residents were stoning council vehicles
driving in the area, and it seems that the 12
were arrested because police could not catch
mce
own
the ones stoning the state vehicles.
many evictions. First, the bank/government
5 comrades of Mandela Park and Illitha · partnership Servcon facilitated the eviction
Park, charged with breaking an interdict of dozens from bank houses in Khayelitsha
taken out by Servcon and banks against the and elsewhere. Then, the Cape Town
Mandela Park Anti- Eviction Campaign. Unicity council started evicting people,
These 5 were arrested in September last disconnecting
their
water,
and
year, and their case is still dragging on!
repossessions the belongings of those owing
bills - that was from 2000. At every stage,
Three comrades charged with kidnapping these attacks have been met with resistance.
after residents detained an
undercover In townships across Cape Town, residents
police officer in February 2003. The police have left behind the political parties that
spy was detained after Max Ntanyana of the claim to speak for them, and mobilised
Mandela Park AEC was snatched from the themselves into new social movements.
street outside his house by men in an
unmarked car. The spy was released after Since 2000, there has been a continual
police admitted holding Max, yet the three development in state tactics of repression.
First, evictions used to happen with the help
comrades are still facing charges.
of the SAPS. These interventions were
often brutal: in 2000, one resident of
Tafelsig had his teeth kicked in, his pallet
broken and his kidneys permanently
One comrade from Mandela Park, charged · damaged by police. A resident of Lavender
with attempted murder, allegedly for petrol Hill had his skull smashed with a pickaxe
bombing a police inspector's car. He was handle while resisting evictions. Both cases
Internal
only charged after refusing a R5000 bribe were reported to the police
Complaints
Directorate
(lCD),
and
in both
to spy on the Mandela Park AEC.
cases the police took no action.

In the latest case, I 0 Mandel a Park residents
were arrested on the 13th of June for reoccupying their holl$es. Of these, 8 remain
in Pollsmoor Prison, over I month later!
The two who have been released were a
disabled comrade and her mother, and even
they were only released on the 23rd of July,
after having spent more than I month in jail.
These 8 comrades in Pollsmoor will appear
in Khayelitsha Magistrates Court on the
13th of August again. These 10 comrades
have been denied bail because they
were re-arrested while out on bail on an
earlier charge related to re- occupying
houses. It seems that police procedure is
now to rapidly arrest people twice in a row Two comrades charged with attempted
in order to deny them bail and force them to murder in May 2003 after a house was
spend months in prison awaiting trial!
petrol bombed. The owner of this house is
someone who bought the house after banks
evicted its original owner. She is allegedly
Mandela Park, m .Particular, is the focus of a is now working with police and banks
large number of ongoing court cases. These against the Mandela Park AEC.
include:

w e s ! e r tl c .a p e

ant:•-ev•ct•on

campaagn

Growing resistance to evictions and
disconnections led to a change of tactics
during 200 I. After the attempt to disconnect
the water from hundreds of households in
Tafelsig failed during June 200 I, because of
community resistance, SAPS realised that
assisting with evictions and disconnections
meant
putting their officers in the firing line:
Two comrades from Mandela Park and
44 comrades from Mandela Park, Tafelsig Illitha ·Park charged with theft in June 2003 the same officer doing an eviction today
and Bluedowns who were arrested in May for allegedly stealing the cell phone of the would have to patrol the area tomorrow, and
face the wrath of angry residents. In order
2002 for 'trespassing' when they .marched to police spy detained by
Mandela Park
the MEC of Housing's offices to demand a residents in February 2003. Firstly, the to counter this, the City Police (known as
resolution of the crisis caused by eviction of police spy was handed over to police with the Penguins because of their uniforms) was
formed at the start of 2002. With minimal
people by Servcon.
her cellphone, and secondly, why wait 5
training, these 'kitskonstabels' are deployed
months before charging anyone for this
into areas only when ev1ctwns, etc. are
5 residents of ·Mandela Park (out of an 'theft'?.
happening, and thus do not care about their
initial 12) facing . charges of public
violence. They were arrested while Besides the many court cases in Mandela relationship with residents.
Park, there is still an ongoing public
protesting against t]fe repossession of a
woman's goods in July 2002.
violence case against 3 residents of From mid-2002, the Penguins were
deployed in a new wave of repression,
Lavender Hill.
.Jesulting in arrests in Driftsands, Mandela
The repossession had happened because of
Park and Gatesville.
an unpaid water bill.
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This deployment was followed with the In court, police officers have compared the
formation of a special unit within the SAPS AEC to PAGAD, and it is widely believed
in 2002, with the aim of targeting the Anti- that social movements like the AEC are
Eviction Campaign specifically.
going to be targets if the Anti-Terrorism

Bill which is now in Parliament becomes
law .
By Jack of the Western Cape AEC-ARN

Fun, flames and tedium at Anti-Bush demo in Cape Town.
By Captain Nemo ofBushPig
The Cape Town Anti-Bush protest yesterday drew some 1500
people. Those of us who still remember the 'protest scene' of 4 years
ago were impressed - we used to think it was great if we had I 00
people at a demo!
Looking over the crowd, the diversity was immense: banners from
Earth life Africa, the PAC, the Anti-Eviction Campaign, various
Trotskyists groups, township youths, Muslim tannies with children
by their sides, and of course us: the black-clad, bemasked BushPig
bloc (complete with George W. Bush as an Alien effigy).

Outrage, anger, and the joy of being alive and at odds with the
powerful, were all to be carefully channelled. We'd seen this all
before (like at the Fl5 Anti War demo, where an organiser attacked
those burning a US flag for 'disorganising us' and said organiser
proceeded to retaliated by singing 'Solidarity forever' on her own),
and its predictable tedium inspired the 'Boring Fucking Politics' rant
of BushPig's publication.

Yesterday, the form it took was Mo calling from the stage to 'focus',
as marchers ignored the podium to instead focus on burning the
Bush-as-Alien. 'We want the flames of your spirit, but not these
The diversity of the crowd· was, however, belied by the sameness of flames, comrades!' he exhorted. A sadder thing is seldom seen .... :)
the protest ritual. Besides the annoying 'moral guardian' who told us
that 'we don't like the foul language on your posters' as soon as we 'Are you trying alienate yourselves?' someone asked us at the Fl5
arrived (we had placards telling Bush to fokkof, calling him a poes, demo. Judging from the conversations we had yesterday, we're not
and so on), there was the question of format: decided beforehand by the only ones alienated from the formalised terrain of politics-asthe organisers, who have formed a habit of treating the 'new social usual. So we'll carry on, following
bliss even if the marshals
movements' (poor-based mass movements like the various AEC don't like it. Do you understand: its the insurgent flow of desire
affiliates and KTC Concerned Residents) as a rent-a-crowd. For this that's the point! Not the ordered flow of a protest march!
march, people were expected to tum up, follow the leading banner,
and listen to all the speeches.
Without BushPig, we wouldn't have had nearly as much fun. See
you all next time! http://www.bushpig.org.za

our

JOHANNESBURG ANTI-GEORGE DUH-DUH-W. BUSH DEMONSTRATION
I arrived at the librarv~l~s:trrl.,.l~"'
the scheduled 12
already a few hun
Landless Peoples' MI11VAimAnt.l"'::~n
Bush posters and
Coalition later
ready to 'storm
like a celebration th
expression of

formed into one
affiliated group
banner and a few
).rQ(~'ded to the ANC
for a while before
were flanked the
of self-appointed
case the crowd

Speechesbeganat~~~~~;~~}~(m~~~
speakers from the Fn;!edlori'ilh1f<i8(~
Peoples Movement
issues such as the llj(;itn(lr!S'l;bel
(e.g. getting South
Imperialist interests
Israel is in the M
the war in Iraq;
Terrorism' Bill.

who needs
-by an ABC/ARN activist

I
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Thousands of poor and landless people in
Thembelihle spent this Workers Day on I
May, 2003 defending their community
center against a brutal invasion and attack
by a gun-wielding ANC local councillor and
hordes of heavily armed police.

the conflict, Police Area Commissioner
Mapanga decided to issue a bizarre - and
probably illegal - order, citing some obscure
The police arrived with more than 10 piece of apartheid-era legislation, that "this
Casspirs in what the community initially SA block is now inaccessible to everyone".
believed was an attempt to protect them So the police succeeded in doing what
against Bovu's well-known gun-waving Bovu's discredited politics could not:
The latest chapter in the Thembelihle provocation, and that of his truckload of closing the only community centre servicing
struggle began in mid-April, when ANC ANC thugs. Unfortunately, it quickly thousands of poor and landless people in
local government councillor Dan Bovu, a became clear that the police had come to Thembelihle.
leading figure in the Joburg Metro Council's play the role of footsoldiers to Bovu's
illegal forced removals plans who has been invasion. Bovu smashed open the locked The next morning, hundreds of pre-school
repeatedly
rejected
by
his
own gate of the community centre and wielded children who had been attending the SA
constituencies, from Thembelihle to Protea his gun at the community, firing into the air. Block Creche reopened by the LPM last
arrived to find the gates locked and
South to Eikenhof, arrogantly invaded the The police did nothing about
_,_these criminal year,
·
community with three busloads of ANC acts of
police Casspirs in their playground. In the
past week, these children have been denied
thugs from the mass dumping ground for the
poor and landless at Vlakfontein in an
education and the bread, which used to help
apparent
effort
to
intimidate
the
fill their hungry stomachs.
(
Thembelihle community. Bovu and his
Thembelihle is an impoverished community
cronies were rapidly expelled by a large
crowd of community activists.
in which at least 90% of the population is
unemployed. It is an informal settlement
·In the weeks that followed, the Lenasia
which is home to about I 2,000 people, some
of whom have lived there for more than 20
police swooped on Landless People's
Movement leaders, arresting four of them on
years. The councillor who is supposed to
trumped up charges related to Bovu's midrepresent their interests to the Joburg Metro
Council is determined to forcibly remove
April expulsion. A local police station
the community against their will.
commander remarked that "the provincial
commissioner has been sitting on my back
for months, demanding to know why I have
The community has waged a heroic struggle
not arrested (LPM Thembelihle Branch When the community gathered outside SA against the decimation of their community
Chairperson Mzwandile Mndingi) yet", in a Block to demand the return of their for more than three years, and it took the
clear admission that the police plan to arrest community centre, the police fired rubber council until this week to begin legal
the leaders of the resistance far preceded the bullets and tear gas into the crowed, using proceedings to seek a court order, as
alleged crime. The LPM has learned that the the Casspirs to give cover to Bovu's required by law, for their eviction. Instead,
police have a list of 29 local leaders, from invasion. The actions of the police can only the council has used the police and the
the LPM and from the Anti-Privatisation be seen as acts of aiding and abetting a notorious Red Ants (Wozani Security) to
Forum, against whom it hopes to concoct series of criminal acts by a politician who wage an illegal campaign of harassment and
charges in order to disable the community has clearly been rejected by the community. intimidation, using guns and teargas in a bic
resistance against the forced removal of Like the American forces who invaded to force the poor and landless from their
Baghdad to install a puppet regime, the homes.
Thembelihle.
police used brute force to superimpose on
In this context of police harassment, the poor and landless people of Thembelihle Many community leaders, including several
intimidation and wrongful arrests (most of a politician like Bovu who cannot even enter LPM leaders, have been arrested on
the charges are usually dropped by the time his own "constituency" except at gunpoint. trumped-up charges in a cynical attempt to
criminalise them. Now the Joburg Metro
the cases come to court after long periods of
pre-trial imprisonment), the local police Thousands of community members held fort Council has shown its hand, and the battle
assisted the discredited Bovu to invade outside the community centre from morning for Thembelihle is about to intensify, both
Thembelihle once again. This time, they until night demanding that the police in the courts where the LPM will be leading
forced their way into the Themeblihle remove Bovu, chanting "Dan Bovu is not a legal battle against the forced removal,
Community Centre, known as SA Block, welcome in Thembelihle, and SA Block is and in the streets
which has been administered by the LPM our community property". Instead of
keeping the peace by removing the cause of
since Bovu's rejection by the community
almost a year earlier.

______
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SOUTH AFRICA: Anti-terrorism bill to 'terrorise' left
-Dale McKinley, information officer for the Anti-Privatisation Forum.

JOHANNESBURG. The African National Congress (ANC) government has just introduced an "anti-terrorism bill" in South
Africa's parliament. If it is passed, it will in effect define the growing struggles of workers and the poor against the neo-liberal
policies of the ANC government into "terrorist" acts. The Anti-Privatisation Forum (APF) and other progressive social
movements in South Africa could soon become prohibited "terrorist" organisations, and all their members "terrorists".
The bill is modelled on similar legislation that has been passed in the United States, Canada, Britain and Australia. As part of
its "anti-terrorism" campaign, the USA has put political and economic pressure on many countries to undermine freedom of
expression and ban anti-imperialist organisations and national liberation movements that threaten the "national interests" and
capitalist profits of the US ruling class.
The real reason for this "anti-terrorism"
movements and organisations. Already,
revolutionary
national
liberation
(such as the Revolutionary Armed Forces
Party in Turkey) in its list of "terrorist"
including the anti-globalisation and
grown tremendously across the world in
The ANC government's anti-terrorism bill
"terrorism" as "an unlawful act that is
of the public". Such a wide and vague
of civil and political activities, such as
campaigns, and the groups that organise
The bill also states that any activity that
public services" would be considered a
figure out what this might mean for left
APF and the Landless People's

I DANGER! I

Nevi la·ws .
Criminalise··

·Protestors

drive is to deal with anti-capitalist popular
the
US
government
has
included
organisations that oppose Pax Americana
in Colombia and the Kurdistan Workers
organisations. The next "phase" involves
emerging radical social movements that have
the last several years.
is set to do exactly that. The bill defines
likely to intimidate the public or a segment
defmition could be used to ban a whole range
demonstrations, pickets or civil disobedience
them.
might result in the "disruption of essential
"terrorist" act. It does not take a genius to
activists and social movements such as the
Movement.

Under the bill, the ANC government can use its discretion to defme "unlawful" dissent as terrorism. For example, activities
carried out as part of the APF's Operation K.hanyisa (the reconnection of electricity to residents who have had their power
been cut off) could qualifY as a "terrorist" act.
Reminiscent of the apartheid-era Anti-Communism Act, the bill outlaws simple membership of "terrorist organisations", even
claiming to be a member of such a group would be illegaL Journalists can be compelled to reveal their confidential sources
and hand over their notes.
The anti-terrorism bill proposes extremely harsh bail conditions for suspected "terrorists" and empowers police to secure court
orders to question individuals through "investigative hearings". South Africa's minister of safety and security (who is, at the
moment, South African Communist Party chairperson Charles Nqakula) will be given powers to "blacklist" organisations
which he alone suspects of committing "terrorist acts". Anyone convicted under the proposed provisions will face jail terms
ranging from 15 years to life imprisonment.
The anti-terrorism bill will provide Pretoria with all the "legal" tools it needs to outlaw anti-government and anti-capitalist
activity, as well as the movements and organisations that carry them out. By introducing such legislation, the ANC
government is signalling that it is ready and willing to go much further in abrogating the freedoms and rights that the majority
of South Africans fought so long and hard to win. It is telling us that it is willing to put the interests of imperialist and
capitalist elites above those of the people who have given it the right to govern.
The APF, alongside the broader left in South Africa, will be fighting to make sure the anti-terrorism bill does not become a
law. Already, a growing coalition of progressive forces (which includes the Freedom of Expression Institute, the Media
Workers' Association and the Media Review Network etc.) has gathered to oppose the bill and mobilise forces against it.
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The Struggle Against Repression Must be a Struggle Against Authority
If we are to successfully
organise against the ANC' s
new 'Anti-terrorism Bill'
and
growing
political
repression, both on a local
and
international
level;
then our struggle for
better world in which
live
and
against
repression that accompanie
it, must also be a st
against authority.
Every aspect of our
from the
cradle
to
grave,
is
governed
authority.
Meaning
authority the abili
person, or group of
to enforce their wi
others.
We live in a wor
the vast majority
toil and suffer
lives to keep t
rolling
in
fo
minority.
A
children
slavery
parents sta
are
murde
wars.
How then,
a system so
corrupt
· ust, geared
only
t
maintaining
inequalit
making the
rich
and the poor
poorer
·
survived
so

The
state,
government,
represents the highest form
of authority. Its purpose
is to defend the bosses and
big business, and it will
do
as rigorousl y as a
will
defend
her

- like the cops who come to
acting
arrest
us
on
orders from above.

This is our
acting on our

by

in
we

can
the

reviewing
'Anti-Terrorism
Bi
which it plans to make
as soon as possible.
until it can be passed into
law the Bill must undergo a
bureaucratic _proceedure of

follow
our
only act on
are easy
repressive
the state. If our
v"""":::uts
leaders
than us, as they
and they are
we are lost. But
are
all
equal
each knowing as
other about our
aims
and
then that is
st
strength lies.
to do this we must
the
concept
of
authority, that which says
some are fit to hold power
over the heads of others

.
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t
where
a
suffering ~£~and :J~xPJ.lo.~€kd.:hn ~to'Jri~· ~ntYl\~?'{;'ur!~'ful s"iil:ie~makes the
on a daily basis
have proclaimed leaders . of the decisions and the rest of
suppressed our desire,
social movements formulate us just follow them through
indeed
our
natural a plan and tell us what to
s o that decisions are
instinct,
for
self- do.
made
at
the
base
and
determination,
our desire we need to organise, now.
carried upwards, or to the
to have control over our The state operates on an centre.
To
win .. . Our
own lives; with the concept authoritarian lev el,
with Struggle Against Repression
of authority.
those at the bottom
Must be a Struggle Against
Authority.
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Bizarrely, in the week of George Orwell's centenary, our ever progressive Abbey, acclaiming the old blackshirt to
ANC government began broadcasting slick TV and radio adverts from the be
an
anti-Nazi
patriot.
secr€t services, boasting how our spooks are working overtime to keep Apartheid Kaizer's rehabilitation was
on Sunday. That week Mbeki had
us safe and happy.
refused to meet a delegation of
In an echo of the bad old days of BOSS, when Big Brother really was veterans from Umkonto we Sizwe, the
watching us, it was also discreetly announced that three top apartheid era former military wing of the ANC. The
spooks had been signed up to serve the new regime. Neil Barnard and ex-combatants wished to present a
Mike Louw are former heads of the old National Intelligence Service, memorandum, pointing out that
while Richard Knollys "spooked" for the nasty tin-pot Bantustan, though they'd fought for the liberation
Bophutatswana. All three will "advise" current minister of intelligence of the country, they were now
Lindiwe
Sisulu. completely ignored by their own
government. Some had even been in
Cynics wonder, however, if this has more to do with keeping us in the exile with Mbeki. Majestically, the prez
dark than keeping us safe. Barnard had been collaborating on a book, declined to receive their memo while Louw had begun to talk to select journalists about the murky past, perhaps because he was too busy
dropping hints about hitherto unexposed collaborators with the old practising his new passion. On
regime. Both, could confirm or d~ny widespread rumours about which of Saturday, you see, President Mbeki
our present "liberation" leaders, even possibly current ministers, had been was due to play in the inaugural round
s.uborned. Both have abruptly gone mum. Spooky, eh?
of his Presidential Golf Classic at the
exclusive Woodhill Country Club
Simultaneously the government has gone to great lengths to fib about outside Pretoria.
"missing" documents from the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC), set up to hear evidence of atrocities under apartheid. It claims it Mbeki is, of course, a former politburo
was conducting an investigation, knowing perfectly well that the 34 boxes member of the (long-time Stalinist)
of documents were in the possession, illegally, of Lindiwe Sisulu's South African Communist Party. So
National Intelligence Agency (NIA) . Among "sensitive" papers are those maybe it's easier for him to make such
relating to the mysterious 1988 assassination of the ANC representative a volte-face. However, despite being a
lapsed Marxist who now plays golf,
in Paris, Dulcie September.
Mbeki is sadly too old (61) to qualify
We're often told we now have the most liberal constitution in the world, for our chic-est new elite, the
and under the access to information act all ministries had till the end of "Yummies" (Young Upwardly Mobile
August to reveal what information they hold. Until, that is, justice minister Marxists).
Penuell Maduna recently gave Lindiwe Sisulu a reprieve by quietly
gazetting a regulation which exempted the NIA for five years. That may So no wonder we need ol'time
become permanent. Critics compare this to practices prevalent under our apartheid spooks to keep a lid on
things. As statistics show, here in
final old school white president, P. W. Botha.
South Africa today pets eat better than
But then history is being rewritten by the day. The burial of apartheid's 20 percent of the population.
Peter Dwyer
greatest stooge and collaborator (also in the week of Orwell's centenary)
Post-Doctoral Researcher,
proved the perfect opportunity for revisionist fabrication. Chief Kaizer
Centre for Civil Society,
Matanzima was the venal, brutal ruler of the Transkei, apartheid's first
University of Natal, Durban 4041,
Bantustan. Yet Matanzima was accorded an official funeral, attended by
South Africa.
President Thabo Mbeki. In his memorial oration, Mbeki urged us to "take
Tel (031) 260 2116 or0847694133
up" the malevolent dictator's unfinished work - as tasteful as if, say,
www.nu.ac.za/ccs
Churchill had honoured Oswald Mosley with state pomp at Westminster
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International
Repression:
#SPAIN: Anarchists arrested under the
anti-terrorist laws. From IndymediaMadrid; http;//acp.sindominio.net
"Facing the recent wave of arrests of
young
libertarians
in
Valencia,
Barcelona and Almeria and that,
according to police sources, will
continue in the future, we manifest our
unease, and why not confess it, our
fear..." (A joint letter to the editors of
different
Spanish
newspapers.)
Translated from original Spanish text
on:
http://redlibertaria.net/noticias/modules.php?nam
e=News&file=article&sid=37
# GREECE: Solidarity with Simon
Chapman. Greek police are trying to fitup UK activist Simon Chapman, along
with another 8 activists with charges
who's sentences range from 8 to 23
years!! Photo evidence of this fit-up and
police brutality can be seen here;
http;//www. bristol. indymedia.org/front.
php3?article id=6937&group=webcast

# JAPAN: After March 20, the day
assault on Iraq started, anarchists and
autonomists in Japan who have
energetically been committed to antiwar movements have been suppressed.
Japanese Government expresses its
support for the war and has
continuously cracked us down on
March 20, April 5, and April 13, for
silencing the anti-war movements
without thinking over its laws.
http://mypage.naver.co.jp/antiwar/englis

Every Prisoner is a Political Prisoner
-by N/Political

Every person held in a prison in a country in the world is a victim of the political
system of that country. Whether they are in jail for opposing foreign or domestic policy
or for armed robbery, they are incarcerated as a symbolic gesture toward those of us on
the outside. Prisons are a political institution. They serve the interests of the ruling elite
by creating fear of the state within the individual. We are told to fear the police officer,
to obey the law, to do as we're told. Why? Because, the people who wield power are
afraid of us. They are afraid of our anger. They are afraid of our actions. They are
afraid that we may not behave the way they predict. So they lock up people who can't
stand living in abject poverty. They eliminate people who want to make life better for
themselves and/or their families. They hide people who just can't deal with their reality
anymore. And we begin to fear the state. And we begin to do as we are told.
Prisons are a lie. They are not a deterrent. People commit crimes for sociological
reasons, not failures of morality. The average prisoner is in jail for a number of
sociological reasons from their lower class status to a desire to rebel against the status
quo. Relatively few prisoners are incarcerated because their crimes make them a real
threat to society. Capitalism breeds crime. The acquisition of property creates class
jealousy which' leads to property crime. The status which money brings leads people
to elicit economies which' give them a false sense of social power through the ability
to purchase goods. The alienation of working class life leads people to violence not
against their oppressors, but against the easy targets who live with/near them. It is this
whole social system that breeds crime.
Political prisoners are simply the most obvious victims of the state. They are a sign that
the role of the government is not of benevolent protector of the common person, but as
the enforcer of its' own right to power. Their acts of rebellion against the state --be
they organising mass movements, speaking out against injustice, or violent revolt -- are
all signs that there is discontent within this so-called democracy. The people who wield
power want to maintain the facade that everyone is content with this sham political
system, with this exploitative economic system, and with this corrupt social system.
So, they destroy any popular dissent with their laws and their prisons. They believe that
if they can silence one opponent, then they can destroy the movement. They are wrong!

It's time to demand more than a little token release of a prisoner here and there. It's
time to demand a change in the whole of society. We want to create a world where
people no longer feel the need to lash out against each other. We want to create a world
where
people no longer feel the desire to define their lives through commodity. We
hL
want to create a world where no one exercises power over another person. In this
# IRELAND: Two anti-war activists, world, there will be no criminals in the sense that we know them today. There will be
an no state to punish the victims it creates. There will be no government to crirninalize or
including
Mairtin
O'Cathain
Anarcho-Syndicalist
Federation legalize our behaviours. There will be only us, and the power we hold over our lives!
comrade, are to go on trial at Lisburn
Court on Monday 8th of September.
They were arrested as a result of
peaceful anti-war actions during Bush
and Blair's war summit at Hillsborough
Castle on Monday 8th of April.
http ://www.oasf.org.uk
http://www.afireland.org
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# POLAND: Secret Pol ice Agents still

t;

in
the
@-movement
Active
Various people who were at the AntiBorder Camp 2002 were haunted by
secret police agents. They tried to ask
about contacts, people, the Anarchist
Federation, etc. Usually people refused
to talk to them, however some
individuals were frightened enough to
talk more to them. As far as we know,
such incidents occurred in Bialystok
and Warsaw. ABC helped harassed
people by instructing them how to cope
with the Domestic Security Agency
(ABW).
Foreign contacts to Polish ABC:
pomierz@poczta.onet.pl

The initiative of 12th grade high schoolers of more the 2 years old reach a new
level. The new "wave" of teens refusnics of mandatory service in the army was
initiated about two years ago by young anarchists who succeeded to draw to it
nearly 100 high schoolers.

At the beginning the army used to arrest the young refusnics for few periods in
military prison that summed to about 3 months and then released them as unfit.
As the number of refusnics grew, and their influence on others who evaded
military service in non direct ways (medical and mental excuses), the army
decide to replace the administrative sanctions that are limited to less than a
month in prison each time, with court martial that can result in up to 3 years
# SWAZILAND: The week ending prison verdict.
22"d August, police trampled and beat to
death a demonstrator in front of the
world's media. This nasty denouement
followed
months
of
expensive
preparations by King Mswati III for a
gathering of world leaders and equally
fervent plans by pro-democracy
movements in Swaziland to capitalise
on the event. In the Swazi capital,
police fired rubber bullets and tear gas
at demonstrators. In addition to the dead
man, as yet unidentified, they wounded
seven others. Some of the foreign
journalists covering the disturbances
were beaten and had their cameras
confiscated. Police reportedly fired live
ammunition on demonstrators gathering
at the Tembankhulu stadium in the
eastern part of the kingdom, wounding
at least one worker.

# CANADA:

Riot police evicted
hundreds of participants at Montreal's
Tent City inside Pare Lafontaine shortly
after !2:30am, July 6, 2003. At least
four people were arrested inside the
park. According to one legal team
member, at least 12 people were
arrested in total. A Quicktime movie
about the squat, by Kevin Walsh, is
linked
at:
http://montreal .indymedia.org/front.php
3?article id=8631 &group=webcast
The Tent City website is at:
http://tentcitv.taktic.org

The court martial drag for months, and following is a sample of the proceedings
taken from alternative electronic media.
*June 24, court martial of "The Five" the occupation in the dock
For a whole hour, before the scheduled time of today's trial, dozens of youths
lined the sidewalk in front of the building, holding up placards and chanting
"Occupation is Terrorism! -The refuser is a hero!" Long before the judges came
in, the small courtroom was filled far beyond capacity with many envious
activists left outside. When the five accused filed in, they were greeted with
prolonged applause.
Adv. D. H. started by outlining the main defence line. "This trial is not about
technicalities and obscure points of the law. This trial is about a major
constitutional issue, which no Israeli court has dealt with before. The
conscience is the most basic part of human dignity, the part of the personality
which defines the essential values; the part which if broken, breaks the whole
person. It is the contention of the defence in this trial that Freedom of
Conscience is already enshrined in Israeli law and has been for the last ten
years, ever since the Knesset adopted the Basic Law on Human Dignity and
Liberty - even though the military authorities so far did not take proper
cognisance of the fact. The defence asks the court's indulgence in listening to
the five accused. Each one should have the full possibility of showing that his
decision to refuse military service does indeed proceed from deeply held
convictions- the dictates ofhis conscience."
Testimony of CO Matan Kaminer, second to take the stand:
"In this testimony I would like to describe the guiding lines of my conscience
and explain why it is incompatible with service in today's Israeli army. For
some people the basic value from which their conscience is derived is God's
word. For others it is loyalty to their country. For me the basic value is human
liberty, human rights.

'
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# COLOMBIA: anarchist arrested
during strike
Liberty to Marco Sosa! FORCED
ARREST OF OUR COMP ANERO
MARCO SOSA. During the actions of
the civic strike today, Tuesday 12th
August, in Bogota, Colombia, our
companion MARCO ANTONIO SOSA
was arrested by unidentified persons,
taking him in a truck without license
plates to an unknown place. MARCO
ANTONIO SOSA is a companero
belonging to the Black Flags Libertarian
Coordination and to the Bogota Black
Bloc and we fear for his life. He had
already received threats against his life
by the police and the anti-riot squad
(SMAD) in previous months. We
appeal to all the Human Rights
Organisations, Unions, Libertarian and
communist of all the World to solidarity
to demand liberty for our companero
MARCO ANTONIO SOSA! Appeal
subscribers: 45 REVOLUTIONS PER
MINUTE! http://www .45-mm.net
Email: 45mm@45-rom.net
COORDINADORA
BANDERAS
NEGRAS
http://www.geocities.com/coordinadora
banderasnegras
Email: banderasnegras@hotmail.ccim
We carry a new world within our
hearts: this world is growing in this
moment. www . nodo50 . or~ellibertario
# UNITED STATES: Jerome WhiteBey, anarchist prisoner and founder and
president of the Missouri Prisoners
Labour Union (MPLU), has been put in
the hole again. There was no specific
reason given for his placement in the
hole, but it seems he's under some sort
of investigation. The MPLU has been
growing steadily, it has more than I 000
members at this moment and other
unions are set up in other prisons
outside of the state Missouri. The
efforts to unionize . prisoners have
brought constant harassment over
Jerome and all MPLU organizers. As
Jerome writes: "there are hundred rules
in order to cut us off from the outside
world and to kill any human relations".
Jerome asks all supporters to write
letters of concern about his well being
and mistreatment . to: · Mr. Michael
Bowersox ~ ·Superintendent South
Central Correctional Center 255 West
Highway 32 Licking, Missouri 65542
USA Prison phone number is 573-6744470
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I believe that all human beings have inalienable rights such as the right to life,
the right to equality, to welfare, to education, to association, to democracy. All
of these rights are violated in countless ways by the occupatiort - mainly
violated as regards the Palestinians, but in many ways also regarding Israelis.
The right of Palestinians to life is violated by the policy of liquidations (which
indirectly causes also the loss of Israeli life, as we saw last week), and by the
constant military activity in populated areas which causes the death and
wounding of civilians.
The right to equality, both of Palestinians and of Israelis living within the Green
line is violated by the policy of settlement which takes land, resources and basic
human dignity from Palestinians and which discriminates against most Israelis
in the division of national resources. The right of Palestinians to welfare and to
education are violated by the ongoing closures and curfews which cause the
sky-rocketing unemployment figures and the severe disruption of the
educational system.
The most fundamental, though not necessarily the most directly painful, is the
violation of the right to live in democracy. The very, very rule over another
people which is denied the right to control it's own life and future is a flagrant
violation of that right, and after 36 years the pretence that the occupation is
·temporary wears thin.
The contempt for democracy is gradually crossing into Israel proper, with raCist
extreme right parties becoming an acceptable and common component of
government coalitions.
The deprivation to the right of democracy of the Palestinians is the root cause of
all ·the crimes which accompany the occupation - both the crimes of the
occupier of which I described part, and the crimes of the occupied, pushed to
immoral and inhuman ways of struggle. Neither set of crimes is in any way
justified. Both are direct derivatives of the occupation and can only be
abolished by the occupation itself.
From all of this, it logically follows that service in the army, which is the main
instrument for implementing the occupation is totally against my conscience.
My decision to refuse enlistment does not mean that I am against the state of
Israel, against the people in Israel, or against tQ_e Israeli society of which I am
part. On the contrary, I feel impelled to do all I can for the Israeli society. I did
it in the past and intend to go on doing it. The occupation is a terrible crime, an
immoral and malignant crime against another society, which spreads also to our
own society, strangling and poisoning it.
Obviously, in such a situation I can't go into the army. I caa o . · ask that my
conscience be recognised and that I be provided an op r...m: : o do alternative
civilian service for the benefit of the Israeli society. "
At three in the afternoon it was the turn of Shimri T z.ameret, whose testimony
was interrupted by the court adjourning at 5 pm .
black alert
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You can write to Jerome: Jerome
White-Bey # 37479 (IA-206) South
Central Correctional Center 255 West
Highway 32 Licking, MO 65542-9069
USA

:

# UNITED STATES: Sherman Austin,
Webmaster of RaisetheFist.com, was
sentenced on August 4, 2003 to one
year in federal prison, with three years
of probation. Judge Wilson shocked the
courtroom wh¢n he went against the
recommendation of not only the
prosecution, but the FBI and the Justice
Department, who had asked that Austin
be sentenced to 4 months in prison, and
4 months in a half-way house, with 3
years
of
probation.
Austin's probation stipulates, among
other things, that (I) he cannot possess
or access a computer of any kind
without prior approval of his probation
officer, (2) if his probation officer gives
permission, the equipment is subject to
monitoring and is subject to search and
seizure at any time, without notice, (3)
he cannot alter any of the software or
hardware on any computer he uses, (4)
he must surrender his phone, DSL,
electric, and satellite bills, (5) he cannot
associate with any person or group that
seeks to change the government in any
way (be that environmental, social
justice, political, economic, etc.), and
(6) he must pay over $2,000 in fines and
restitution. . Austin must surrender
himselfto the Federal Bureau of Prisons
by September 3, 2003. For background
information check out What the FBI
Doesn't Want You to Know About:
www .raisethefist.com

Help free ALL
class stn~ggle
prisoners, 'they're·
in there for us,
let's \Vork hard
out here for then1'
'' ''"" .anarl· hi st hlacklTllSS.lll"!..!

"Already for years I know that I am not going to join the army. I know it with as
much certainty as I know that I will never kick a homeless person lying on the
sidewalk, never rape a woman, and when I will have a child - never abandon it.
We all of us have our own reasonings and my reasons are a bit different from
those who spoke before me. I feel that there is no need to detail what the
occupation is doing to the Palestinians. What it is doing to ourselves is reason
enough.
First I want to talk about the suicide bombings. It is a very central part of our
life here in this country and many of us are touched personally in one way or
another. It happened a bit more than a year ago, exactly on the day when I
decided to tell my schoolmates that I am going to refuse to serve in the army,
that a suicide bombing happened in which the mother of one of the girls in the
school was killed. And later on the day it turned out that her sister was killed as
well.
It brought home to me what does it mean, that the life of this girl whom I knew
will never be the same again; how terrible it is when something like this is
suddenly breaking in to a life. Some of my schoolmates were angry with me;
they said: how can you refuse to go to the army when such things happen. I told
them: that is exactly the reason that I am refusing: the army being in the
territories is not a way to stop terrorist attacks; it causes them. Exactly because I
told Merav that I feel committed to do whatever I can to prevent such things
from happening again to others, I feel that one of the most important things
which I as an individual can do, is refusing to serve in the army.
After all, everybody knows how the present situation will end: always in the last
centuries the rebellion of an occupied people eventually ended in its freedom.
The only question how much time it will take, and how many more casualties
there will be. I try to make both a bit less. Another point: what the occupation is
doing to our society. I want to tell about Rami, whom I met in the prison. I sat
with him for hours, listening. It is incredible how many terrible things he had
witnessed in just three months of service in the territories.
He told me about the young boy who threw a stone at the lieutenant- colonel's
jeep, which did not hit but the colonel still chased the child, caught him and
beat him brutally with the butt of a rifle. And another child which' a Shabak
agent tied up, and then urinated on him. When Rami tried to protest the man
shouted: go away; I am conducting an interrogation. And he also told me
soldiers looting a shop, and then destroying everything, which they could not
carry. And he told me about how he could not stand it anymore, and how he sat
in the toilet for several hours in the night, the barrel in his mouth, the finger on
the trigger. In the end he ran away, and that's how he got into prison. That's
what happens to the sensitive people. The non-sensitive ones, those who get
used to these Wild West norms, afterwards bring these norms into the Israeli
society itself. We are corrupting ourselves. I am not willing to be part of the
main instrument of corruption."
P.S.: On Wednesday, June 25, the court martial of CO Hillel Goral -separated from the others
and charged with desertion rather than refusal. Meanwhile the Incompatibility Committee, in a
sudden outburst of activity, granted discharge to Shmuel Baron and Sbachar Ben-Har. It seems
that while the court martials are on, the army is trying to get rid of the wave.
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SA' Social
Movements
Anti-Privatisation Forum
Post: 1 Leyds Street, 3rd floor
Cosatu House, Braamfontein,
Johannesburg
Website: www.apf.org.za
Email : drdalet@metroweb.co.za
Landless People's Movement
Post: Ground Floor, Everite
House, 20 de Korte Street,
Braamfontein, Johannesburg
Website:
www.nlc.co.za!news.htrn
Email: ann@nlc.co.za
Western Cape Anti-Eviction
Campaign
Website:
www .anti eviction. org.za
Email: aec@antieviction.org.za
Zabalaza Anarchist
Communist Federation
Post: c/o ZB, Postnet Suite 116,
Private Bag X42, Braamfontein,
2017
Website:
www .zabalaza.net/zabfed
Email: zabfed@zabalaza.net
Social Movements lndaba
Anti-Eviction Campaign, AntiPrivatisation Forum, Concerned
Citizens Forum
Email: drdalet@metroweb.co.za
The Freedom of Expression
Institute
Website: www.fxi.org.za
The Centre for Civil Society
Website: www.nu.ac.za!ccs/

AN ANTI-REPRESSION NETWORK
. PROPOSAL
Friends and Comrades in the United Social Movements
In the light of continuing repression against our people in vulnerable
communities and of the activists that work among them through the United
Social Movements across the territory by agents of the National Intelligence
Service, the SA Police Services, vigilantes and private security forces such as
the "Red Ants" contracted by local government, we propose the fleshing out of
a nation-wide Anti-Repression Network.
Such a network already exists in embryo, launched in Soweto on December 16
last year. Among other things, it has paid jail visits to imprisioned activists like
Professor Jaime Jovanovic Prieto of Chile and Ann Eveleth of the LPM, and
has alerted the movements and lndymedia SA to the arrests of activists like
James Kilgore (aka John Pape) of llrig. It currently consists of a handful of
activists in Johannesburg, the townships of southern Gauteng, Umlazi and
Cape Town, plus a group of movement-friendly lawyers who have agreed to
act for imprisoned comrades, networked together by a dedicated e-mail list. But
because of the sustained and multi-pronged
attacks on our communities, the current network is far too insufficient to provide
practical defence and support beyond merely informing people of arrests,
reporting on their trials or visiting a few comrades in jail.
Though we are aware that you are all already protecting your members and
communities through both legal and direct action means, we feel there needs
to be greater immediate communication between all sectors of the United
Social Movements. In short, we need an organically-networked defensive
structure that can both anticipate repression before it happens, attempt to
defeat it when it does, and help to defend those who fall .victim to it.
So we propose the following suggestions for discussion by the movements:
1) That all spokespeople, activists and lawyers acting for the United Social
Movements and its all ies who are recogn ised , trusted and reliable comrades
sign up with the ARN's e-mail list (details below). Such selections to be made
by the movements themselves.
2) That a telephone tree be constructed of ARN lawyers and activists that
affected communities can call on whenever necessary. These people must be
prepared to have their phone numbers put on ARN posters to be stuck up in
community halls or taxi ranks, or in fliers to be handed out at marches .
3) That non-sensitive information on repression gleaned by the ARN be posted
as soon as possible to its e-mail list, to the lndymedia SA website and further
broadcast as widely as possible, including via press releases to the
mainstream media , in order to attract national and international solidarity and to
shame our oppressors .

The Anti-War Coalition & the
Palestine Solidarity Committee
Website: www.mandla.eo.za/psc/
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The Workers' Library &
Museum
Website:
free .freespeech.org/workers_libra
ry/

4) That the aim of the ARN be to spread awareness around the issues of
political repression in SA and, more importantly, via practical aid to its victims,
to build a community of resistance willing to support communities and activists
who find themselves targeted by the state, capital or their agents for the roles
they play in building a new world or simply defending their homes.

The Education Rights Project
Website: www.erp.org.zal

5) That the ARN remain strictly non-sectarian, belonging to the entire United
Social Movements, offering mutual aid to fellow communities and activists
regardless of their political affiliation. It may have started as an anarchist
initiative, but we want all comrades in the movements to make it their own.

The Treatment Action
Campaign
Website: www.tac.org.zal
Concerned Citizens Forum
Phone Number: 031 2619301
Email: harcharanr@nu.ac.za
Earthlife Africa
Website: www .earthlife.org.za!
Resist Wits 2001 webpage
Fighting the Privatisation of Wits
University!
Against the Market University in
South Africa!
Against Education as a
Commodity!
Website: resistwits.tripod.corn/

Anarchist Black Cross

ABC-ARN
Anti·Repression Network
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6) That the ARN remain a network and not an organisation, that all its sections
be run autonomously and not as the fiefdom of any one grouping, with broader
decisions if necessary (such as perhaps the future establishment of a defence
fund) to be reached by consensus of representatives of the movements (having
duly polled their members), allowing for regional tactical flexibility determined
by the challenges thrown up by local conditions.
7) That the Anarchist Black Cross which launched the ARN publish a report at
least every two months in hard copy, on an ARN website (to be established)
and by relevant e-mail lists, that will act as the public voice of the ARN. Named
"Black Alert", the third edition of this report is already in preparation. That within
the reasonable limits of space, the ABC undertakes to print without alteration
the views and actions of any bona fide member group of the ARN.

The current contact details for the Anti-Repression Network are:
To subscribe to the ABC-ARN mailing list send a blank email to :

abc-arn-subscribe@zabalaza.net
If you have already, then post info. To: abc-arn@zabalaza.net
ARN e-mail contact: abc@zabalaza.net
Post: ARN, Postnet Suite 116, Private Bag X42, Braamfontein,
2017,
Johannesburg, South Africa
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